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Please state your name, title and employer. 

My name is Tim Woolf. I am a Vice President at Synapse Energy Economics, located at 

485 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139. 

On whose behalf are you testifying? 

I am testifying on behalf of Sierra Club. 

Have you previously testified in this docket? 

Yes. I submitted rebuttal testimony on behalf of Sierra Club on March 20,2015. My 

resume is attached to my rebuttal testimony as Schedule TW-1. 

What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony? 

I'd like to begin first by noting that most of the parties that filed rebuttal testimony 

generally agree that Ameren's proposed Plan includes savings levels that are too low, 

does not represent progress towards achieving all cost-effective energy efficiency 

savings, and should not be approved as filed. Patties' rebuttal testimony in this case 

provides strong evidence that Ameren's proposal vastly underestimates achievable 

potential and is insufficient. That is why I recommend that the Commission approve 

Ameren's Plan only on the condition that Ameren modifies the Plan to achieve greater 

efficiency savings during the 2016-2018 period, to reach the levels provided in the 

MEEIA energy savings guidelines. (Woolf Rebuttal at p. 8, II. 12-15). 

Despite this consensus on Ameren's low savings, I do have concerns about one aspect of 

the rebuttal testimony of Commission Staff witness John Rogers, which suggests that 
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demand side programs must pass a rate impact screen. The purpose of my surrebuttal 

2 testimony is to respond to Mr. Rogers' rebuttal testimony on this topic. 

3 2. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 
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Please summarize your surrebuttal testimony. 

My surrebuttal testimony makes the following key points: 

• Mr. Rogers' testimony implies that efficiency programs must pass a rate impact 

screen in order to be approved by the Commission. This is based on the premise that 

the right way to assess benefits to customers who do not participate in energy 

efficiency programs is through a rate impact screen. 

• A rate impact screen does not account for some efficiency benefits that accrue to all 

customers, such as risk benefits. 

• Requiring efficiency programs to pass a rate impact screen is inconsistent with the 

cost effectiveness tests used under MEEIA. 

• Requiring efficiency programs to pass a rate impact screen would harm customers, 

because it would likely preclude significant reductions in electricity costs in order to 

potentially prevent very small rate impacts. 

• Requiring efficiency programs to pass a rate impact screen is an overly simplistic 

and unduly stringent standard that is inconsistent with the treatment of equity issues 

raised by supply-side resources. 
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3. STAFF'S TESTIMONY ON RATE IMPACTS 

Q. 

A. 

How does Mr. Rogers address rate impacts in his rebuttal testimony? 

Mr. Rogers addresses rate impacts in the context of interpreting MEEIA' s and its 

implementing regulations' requirements concerning cost recovery. Specifically, as Mr. 

Rogers states in his testimony, MEEIA provides that a utility can recover demand-side 

program costs only if the programs are approved by the Commission, result in savings, 

and are "beneficial to all customers in the customer class in which the programs are 

proposed, regardless of whether the programs are utilized by all customers." (Rogers 

Rebuttal at p. 18, II. 17-19; p. 19, II. 2-4, quoting Mo. Ann. Stat. § 393.1075( 4) and 4 Mo. 

Code Regs. Ann. 240-20.093(2)(C)). Staff interprets this last clause to mean that energy 

efficiency programs must benefit each customer in each class, including those who do not 

directly participate in any program. (Rogers Rebuttal at p. 19, II. 10-13). 

Mr. Rogers then concludes that demand-side programs are beneficial to customers who 

do not participate directly in any program "only[] ifthe impact of the Plan causes rates

at some point in time- to be lower than the rates that would have occurred if there were 

no DSM programs and no DSIM." (!d. at II. 14-16). Mr. Rogers presents an annual rate 

impact analysis, comparing the program costs, performance mechanism and lost revenues 

to Ameren's avoided costs, and concludes that Ameren's programs provide no benefits to 

non-participants, and therefore cannot be approved. 
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Q. 
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What is your understanding of how Mr. Rogers' conclusion relates to screening 

efficiency programs? 

Mr. Rogers' testimony on this issue implies that efficiency programs must pass a rate 

impact screen. 

Do you believe that proposed programs should have to pass a rate impact screen? 

I do not. First, I do not believe that a rate impact screen is the right way to measure the 

benefits of demand side programs to non-pmticipating customers. Such a view disregards 

the system-wide benefits that efficiency programs provide to all customers. Second, 

screening efficiency programs based on a rate impact analysis is inconsistent with 

MEEIA and the cost-effectiveness screens it provides. Finally, requiring a rate impact 

measure screen would harm consumers by taking millions of dollars of benefits off of the 

table. 

This is not to say that the Commission should ignore the impact of energy efficiency on 

rates. Concerns about rate impacts should be balanced against the benefits of reducing 

electricity costs. Further, concerns about rate impacts on non-participants should be 

addressed through program design and implementation practices that will increase 

efficiency program participation, not through denying customers efficiency programs. I 

address each of these points below. 
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4. EFFICIENCY BENEFITS ALL CUSTOMERS 

Q. Do you believe that the right way to assess benefits to customers who do not 

participate in energy efficiency programs is through a rate impact screen? 

A. No. While it is generally true that customers pmiicipating in energy efficiency programs 

experience more benefits from efficiency programs than do non-patiicipants (because 

participants will experience bill reductions), this does not mean that non-participants 

experience no benefits at all. However, non-participant benefits are not necessarily 

captured by a limited rate impact screen. 

Q. How do non-participants benefit from DSM programs? 

A. Some of the benefits of energy efficiency programs accrue to the entire electricity system 

and are generally shared by both program pmiicipants and non-participants. One such 

benefit is reduced risk. Energy efficiency is widely recognized as a relatively low-risk 

resource to implement. 1 In addition, efficiency can help reduce the risk related to other 

resources. For example: 

• Energy efficiency reduces the rate of growth in energy and peak demand, which 

provides utilities with relatively more time to meet new energy and capacity needs as 

they arise. Increased time provides utilities with more flexibility and more options-

sometimes referred to as increased optionality-for meeting new energy and peak 

demands. 

1 Ron Binz et al., Practicing Risk-Aware Electricity Regulation: 2014 Update: A Ceres Report, at pp. 3-4, 14, 17. 
(Nov. 2014). Attached as Schedule T\V-4. 
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• Energy efficiency can defer or avoid the need for new power plants, which 

themselves have risks associated with siting, construction costs, and construction 

schedules. 

• Energy efficiency reduces the consumption offossil fuels, thereby mitigating the 

risks associated with volatile fossil fuel prices. 

• Energy efficiency can defer or avoid the need for new transmission lines, which have 

risks associated with siting, construction costs, and construction schedules. 

• Energy efficiency can mitigate risks associated with complying with future federal 

greenhouse gas requirements, such as the EPA's proposed Clean Power Plan (CPP). 

• Energy efficiency can defer or avoid the need for costly power plant retrofits to 

comply with other environmental regulations. 

It is important to note that these risk mitigation benefits are not typically captured in 

utility energy efficiency cost-effectiveness analyses, nor are they typically captured in 

rate impact analyses. 

Are there other ways that energy efficiency can provide benefits to all customers? 

Yes. Whenever a utility makes a large capital investment, such as in a new power plant or 

a major plant retrofit, rates increase for all customers. In some cases, the rates can 

increase by such large percentages that it is referred to as "rate shock." Energy efficiency 

can help mitigate these rate impacts whenever it defers, avoids, or reduces the size of a 

new power plant. This benefit is not captured in the total resource cost test (TRC), the 

utility cost test (UCT), or a simple rate impact screen. 
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Q. 

A. 

According to Ameren's 2014 IRP, the Company may not need to construct a new 

power plant for many years. If this is the case, do energy efficiency programs 

provide any customer benefits? 

Yes. First, I should point out that I have not reviewed the analysis of supply-side 

resources in the Company's 2014 IRP in much detail, because my review focused on the 

demand-side resources. There may be opportunities to defer or avoid more supply-side 

investments than what is indicated in the 20141RP. 

Nonetheless, if it is the case that Ameren does not need new generating capacity for many 

years, energy efficiency can still provide an important benefit for all customers by 

helping to defer, avoid, or reduce the size of a new power plant when it is needed. To 

fully appreciate this point, it is critical to recognize that energy efficiency resources take 

many years to develop, especially to develop the amount of capacity savings to defer or 

avoid a new power plant. In order for energy efficiency to have a significant impact on 

the need for a new power plant several years from now, it is necessary to implement all 

cost -effective energy efficiency programs until then. 

Conversely, if the Company does not implement all cost-effective energy efficiency 

every year between now and then, then it becomes much more difficult for efficiency 

programs to have a meaningful impact on the need for a new power plant if and when the 

need does arise. If the Company implements only a small amount of energy efficiency 

over the next few years, as it proposes in the 20 I 6-2018 Plan, there may not be sufficient 

time to develop of the level of efficiency savings needed to potentially defer or eliminate 

the need for that plant. 
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10 A. 

Energy efficiency resources cannot simply be turned on and off like a faucet of water, 

based on short-term expectations. Efficiency programs are most effective when they are 

provided with consistent funding and resources over many years in order to provide 

stability regarding (a) the utility management and staff dedicated to efficiency planning 

and implementation; (b) the infrastructure of contractors and trade allies in the state and 

region needed to implement programs; and (c) the customer engagement needed to adopt 

efficiency measures in their homes and businesses. 

What is the impact of the efficiency benefits you discuss on Mr. Rogers' suggestion 

that the sole measure of non-participant benefits is a .-ate impact screen? 

Respectfully, I believe that these benefits undermine the premise of this position. While I 

II appreciate the value in examining rate impacts along with bill impacts and participation 

12 rates, as I discuss below, I believe that requiring programs to pass a rate impact screen is 

13 an overly simplistic approach that does not recognize some important benefits that 

14 efficiency programs provide to all customers. 

15 5. REQUIRING EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS TO PASS A RATE IMPACT SCREEN IS 

16 INCONSISTENT WITH THE COST EFFECTIVENESS TESTS USED UNDER 

17 MEEIA 

18 

19 

Q. You mentioned earlier that you believe that requiring programs to pass a rate 

impact screen is inconsistent with MEEIA. Please explain. 

20 A. 

21 

A rate impact screen ignores the fact that MEEIA aims to encourage utilities to 

implement demand side programs with a "goal of achieving all cost-effective demand-
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Q. 

A. 

side savings" and the meaning of cost-effective. (Mo. Ann. Stat.§ 393.1075(4); 4 CSR 

240-20.094(2), (3)(A)(l)). 

How do MEEIA and its implementing regulations address cost-effectiveness in 

energy efficiency programs? 

The MEElA statute and regulations provide that the TRC is "a preferred cost

effectiveness test." (Mo. Ann. Stat.§ 393.1075.4; see also 4 CSR 240-20.094(3)(A) and 4 

CSR 240-20.094(3)(C)). As described in my rebuttal testimony, the MEEIA statute and 

regulation also allow that the Utility Cost test be used when considering efficiency 

program cost-effectiveness. (Woolf Rebuttal Testimony at 46-52). 

How does requh·ing programs to pass a rate impact screen relate to the use of the 

TRC and the UCT tests for assessing cost effectiveness? 

I believe that eliminating efficiency programs based on a rate impact screen would be 

inconsistent with the use of the TRC and UCT cost-effectiveness tests. Energy efficiency 

programs can result in increased rates-even those programs that are found to be cost

effective under the TRC or the UCT. A rate impact screen is much more difficult for 

efficiency programs to pass than the TRC or UCT. In effect, a rate impact screen is so 

stringent that it would render the other tests essentially meaningless for the purpose of 

screemng programs. 
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Q. 

Are there other important implications of requiring programs to pass a rate impact 

screen? 

Yes. A rate impact screen implies a fundamentally different goal than the TRC or the 

UCT. A rate impact screen implies a goal of minimizing rates, while the other two tests 

imply a goal of minimizing costs. For some efficiency programs, these two goals can be 

in conflict. 

What is the best way to address any tension between rates and costs? 

In general, the public interest is best served by striking the appropriate balance between 

the two goals of maintaining low costs and low rates. If either goal is given too much of a 

priority, then the other goal can be jeopardized, and customers can be worse off. 

Applying a rate impact screen to energy efficiency programs would not result in a good 

balance between these two goals. It would provide too much emphasis on minimizing 

electricity rates, would forgo millions of dollars in electricity cost savings, would lead to 

higher average customer bills, and would therefore not best serve customers' interest or 

the public interest in general. I elaborate on these points in the following sections. 

16 6. A RATE IMPACT SCREEN WOULD HARM CONSUMERS 

17 Q. 

18 

19 A. 

20 

21 

How would a requiring efficiency programs to pass a rate impact screen impact 

customers? 

A strict application of such a screening standard could easily result in the rejection of 

significant reductions in utility system costs to avoid what may be very small impacts on 

customers' rates. In this case, the Company has estimated that its energy efficiency 
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A. 

programs could reduce electricity costs and average bills by as much as $135 million in 

present value terms (Ameren's 2016-2018 Energy Efficiency Plan, Table 2.6 at p. 20). If 

the Company were to achieve the MEEIA energy savings guidelines, then the electricity 

cost and bill savings would be even greater. 

Yet the rate impacts from these savings are likely to be very small. As Mr. Rogers finds 

in his rebuttal testimony, the long-term average rate impacts of the Realistically 

Achievable Potential and the Maximum Achievable Potential portfolios in the 2014 IRP 

are likely to be 0.03 percent and 0.36 percent, respectively. (Rogers Rebuttal at 29). To 

forgo the opportunity to reduce electricity costs by $135 million in order to avoid this 

magnitude of rate impacts is not, in my view, in customers' best interest. 

Are there other examples of how a rate impact screen could result in outcomes that 

are not in customers' best interest? 

Yes. As described in my rebuttal testimony, energy efficiency resources are widely 

regarded as one of the lowest-cost options for complying with the EPA's proposed CPP 

for reducing greenhouse gases. (Woolf Rebuttal Testimony at p. 38). !fa rate impact 

screen is applied to energy efficiency programs, then utilities will be very limited in how 

much of this low-cost option can be used for complying with the CPP. Consequently, 

utilities will have to turn to higher-cost options to reduce C02 emissions, such as 

redispatch of natural gas, improved operating efficiencies at coal plants, or renewable 

resources. The Company has even suggested that it might construct new nuclear units to 

help meet the requirements of the proposed CPP? It would clearly not be in customers' 

2 Ameren's 20141RP, Chapter I at 15. 
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I interest to prevent the use of the lowest-cost carbon abatement option in order to achieve 

2 a theoretical, ideal standard of no rate increases, when this practice would require relying 

3 upon more expensive options whose higher costs would have to be collected from all 

4 customers. 

5 7. RATE IMP ACTS AND EQUITY CONCERNS 

6 Q. 

7 A. 
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10 
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17 

A. 

Are you suggesting that the impact of efficiency on rates should be disregarded? 

Not at all. As explained below, rate impacts raise equity considerations that should be 

addressed. 

Please explain the impacts that energy efficiency programs can have on electricity 

rates and bills? 

Cost-effective energy efficiency programs will reduce electricity costs and therefore 

reduce average electric bills. In some cases, cost-effective efficiency programs will also 

result in increased rates. Therefore, customers who participate in efficiency programs will 

experience higher rates but lower electricity bills, while customers who do not participate 

in efficiency programs will experience higher rates. Consequently, concerns about rate 

impacts are essentially concerns about customer equity: equity between efficiency 

program participants and non-participants. 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

How should the Commission address customer equity issues raised by energy 

efficiency programs? 

First, it is important to put the customer equity issues in context. Then, it is impmtant to 

develop some meaningful information to help analyze the equity issues. I discuss 

methods of developing meaningful information in Section 8. 

Please describe what you mean by putting the equity issues in context. 

In the regulated electricity industry it is very difficult to eliminate all customer inequities. 

While it is important to minimize and mitigate customer inequity wherever possible, it is 

also important to recognize that customer inequity occurs in many ways with regard to 

both supply-side and demand-side resources. For example: 

• When a utility installs a new power plant to meet increasing electricity demands 

due to new customers or an increase in the use-per-customer, all customers pay for 

the new power plant. However, existing customers whose electricity demands have 

not increased in recent years do not benefit from that new power plant. 

• When a utility installs a new transmission line for economic or reliability reasons, 

all customers typically pay for the new transmission line. However, many 

customers may not experience the reliability or economic benefits of the new line 

because they are not located in the affected areas. 

• When a utility installs new distribution systems to serve a newly developed 

residential neighborhood or a new industrial park, all customers typically pay for 

the new distribution systems. However, many customers do not experience the 

benefits of the new systems because they are not located in the affected areas. 

• The cost of electricity is much greater during times of peak demand, but most 

customer rates do not reflect this difference in cost. Consequently, there is 
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Q. 

A. 

typically some inequity between customers who use a lot of power during times of 

peak demand and those who do not. 

• Residential customers have an energy charge and a customer charge. 

Consequently, there is typically some inequity between low-use and high-use 

customers. 

Why is it so important to recognize that supply-side resources result in customer 

inequities? 

It is impottant to recognize these inequities in order to put equity concerns associated 

with energy efficiency in perspective. With supply-side resources in general, it is very 

difficult to achieve a standard of ensuring absolutely no inequity among customers. It is 

not possible to build power plants, transmission lines, or distribution systems without 

some customers benefitting more than others. In this context, regulators and utilities have 

an obligation to balance the goal of minimizing customer inequities with the other goals 

of providing safe, reliable, efficient, low-cost electricity services. 

The same concept should apply for demand-side resources. In order to significantly 

reduce electricity system costs through energy efficiency programs, it is not possible or 

reasonable to achieve a standard of ensuring that there will be absolutely no inequity 

among customers. A rate impact test for screening efficiency programs would require 

energy efficiency to meet this overly burdensome and inappropriate standard. Instead, 

regulators and utilities have the same obligation that they have for supply-side resources: 

to balance the goal of minimizing customer inequities with the other goals of providing 

safe, reliable, efficient, low-cost electricity services. 
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1 Note that MEEIA states that "it shall be the policy of the state to value demand-side 

2 investments equal to traditional investments in supply and delivery infrastructure" (Mo. 

3 Ann. Stat. § 393.1 075(3)). This concept should be applied to the consideration of 

4 customer equity issues, as well as the consideration of other cost-effectiveness and 

5 planning issues. 

6 8. ASSESSMENT OF RATE, BILL, AND PARTICIPATION IMI'ACTS 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

How should regulators and utilities strike the right balance between reduced costs 

and increased rates? 

In order to strike the right balance, it is important to first develop the information needed 

to fully understand both the reduced costs and the customer equity impacts. 

What information is needed to demonstrate the extent to which energy efficiency 

can reduce electricity costs and bills? 

The cost-effectiveness results based on the UCT provide the best indication of the extent 

to which energy efficiency can reduce electricity costs and bills. As described in my 

rebuttal testimony, the UCT includes only those costs and benefits that affect a utility's 

revenue requirements. (Woolf Rebuttal Testimony at p. 49, II. 15-16). Consequently, the 

UCT provides the best indication of the extent to which efficiency programs can reduce 

costs and customer bills on average. (Id. at p. 49, II. 117-19). For the Company's 

proposed 2016-2018 Plan, the results of the UCT indicate that the portfolio of programs 

is expected to reduce electricity system costs, revenue requirements, and average 

customer bills by $135 million in net present value terms. Furthermore, every ratepayer 
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12 

13 Q. 

14 A. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

dollar spent on energy efficiency will result in 2.1 dollars in savings for ratepayers. 

(20 16-2018 Plan, Table 2.5 at p. 20). 

What information is needed to understand the equity implications of energy 

efficiency programs? 

In order to fully understand the equity implications of energy efficiency programs, it is 

necessary to consider three types of impacts: rate impacts, bill impacts, and DSM 

program participation rates. Rate impacts, properly estimated, indicate the extent to 

which rates might increase due to energy efficiency. Bill impacts indicate the extent to 

which average customer bills might be reduced due to energy efficiency. Participation 

rates indicate the extent to which customers will experience bill reductions or bill 

increases. Taken together, these three measures indicate the extent to which customers as 

a whole will be affected by energy efficiency. 

How should rate impacts be estimated? 

Rate impact estimates should account for all factors that impact rates, either positively or 

negatively. This would include all avoided costs that might exert downward pressure on 

rates (e.g., generation, transmission, and distribution), including the avoided costs of 

complying with environmental regulations. Rate impacts should be estimated over the 

long term, to capture the full period of time over which the efficiency savings will occur. 

Rate impacts should also be put into terms that place them in a meaningful context; for 

example, in terms of cents per kilowatt-hour or percent of total rates. 
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Q. How should bill impacts be estimated? 

2 A. 
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10 Q. 

II A. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 Q. 

20 A. 

21 

22 

The bill impacts should build upon the estimates of rate impacts described above. The 

rate impacts apply to every customer within the rate class analyzed. Bill impacts, on the 

other hand, will vary among customers depending upon whether they participate in the 

DSM programs, and depending upon which DSM program they participate in. Therefore, 

bill impacts should be estimated separately for each of the types ofDSM programs. As 

with rate impacts, they should be estimated over the long term, and they should be put 

into terms that place them in a meaningful context; for example, in terms of dollars per 

month or percent of total bills. 

How should program participation rates be estimated? 

Program participation rates should be estimated by dividing the program participants by 

the total population of eligible customers to get a rate in percentage terms. This should be 

done for each year, and for each program. Participation rates should be compiled across 

several years to indicate the extent to which customers are participating in the programs 

over time. To the extent possible, participation in multiple programs and across multiple 

years should be captured. The long-term program participation rates can be compared 

with the long-term bill impacts and the long-term rate impacts to get a sense of the extent 

to which customers are benefiting from the DSM programs. 

How should all this information be used? 

This information should be used by regulators and utilities to strike an appropriate 

balance between reduced costs and increased rates. This information should be used to 

answer several key questions: 
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A. 

• How much will the efficiency programs reduce electricity system costs and average 

customer bills? 

• How much will the efficiency programs increase customer rates, on average over the 

long term? 

• What portion of customers is expected to participate in efficiency programs over the 

long term, and thereby experience a net reduction in bills? 

• What additional benefits, beyond rate and bill impacts, are the efficiency programs 

expected to provide? (This issue is addressed in Section 7.) 

Answers to these questions will help regulators and utilities to understand the full impact 

of efficiency programs, and to balance the tradeoffs between reduced costs and customer 

equity concerns. 

Would a rate impact screening test allow for this type of analysis? 

No. A rate impact screen for efficiency programs is an overly simplistic way of looking at 

just one aspect of a multi-faceted equity issue. It creates a standard that ignores the cost 

and bill reductions from energy efficiency, and thus does not allow for a balancing of rate 

impacts and cost impacts. 

Furthermore, a simplistic rate impact test ignores and precludes the use of other options 

available for mitigating equity concerns created by energy efficiency. 
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What options are available to address equity concerns raised by energy efficiency? 

Instead of simply eliminating efficiency programs by using a rate impact screening test, 

utilities can design their programs to mitigate equity concerns. There are many such 

program design options, including: 

• Programs can promote a wide variety of types of efficiency measures that offer cost

effective savings, in order to increase the likelihood of customers being able to 

participate. 

• Programs can provide all customer types with an opportunity to participate, 

including hard-to-reach customers such as low-income customers and small 

businesses. 

• Programs can use delivery mechanisms, such as upstream buydown programs, that 

reduce the cost and increase the participation of efficiency programs. 

• Programs can focus on market transformation activities, which should eventually 

benefit a wider range of customers, including program non-participants. 

• Programs can utilize third-party financing options to offset the need for ratepayer 

funding. 

• Programs can utilize on-bill financing options to increase the contribution to costs 

made by participating customers. 

• Program marketing techniques can be used to actively identify, target, and pursue 

customers that have not participated in efficiency programs to date. 
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• Program budgets can be increased in order to allow for greater participation across 

customers. 

Programs that incorporate these design concepts can help to mitigate equity concerns by 

reducing the amount of funding required from ratepayers, and increasing the number of 

customers who participate in efficiency programs and experience bill reductions. 

Would a rate impact screening test allow for some of these options to be used to 

mitigate equity concerns? 

Not necessarily. A rate impact screen is too blunt and simplistic to allow for some of 

these options. In fact, such a test might preclude some of these options from being used to 

address equity concerns. For example, an efficiency program designed to serve small 

business customers might not pass a rate impact screening test because it is sometimes 

more costly to reach these customers. In this case, an entire class of customers would 

have limited options to benefit from utility-run efficiency programs. Such an outcome 

would work against the goal of customer equity, and would not allow for mitigating 

equity concerns through some of the program design options described above. 

Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony? 

Yes, it does. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In April2012, Ceres published Practicing Risk-Aware Electricity 
Regulation: What Every State Regulator Needs to Know.' That 
paper examines wide-ranging challenges facing the U.S. electric 
utility industry-such as aging power plant fleets, evolving 
energy technologies and environmental regulatory pressures. It 
also includes recommended steps that utility regulators can take 
to minimize risks and costs for utilities, customers, shareholders 
and society as future investments are being considered. Two 
years later, this 2014 Update looks at key trends that continue 
to reshape the U.S. electricity industry, analyzes changing costs 
and risk profiles of energy resources (especially renewable 
energy), and offers further insights and recommendations 
for smart, "risk-aware" decision-making by utility regulators. 

This report, authored by utility industry and finance experts, 
concludes that almost without exception the riskiest 
investments for utilities-the ones that could cause the most 
financial harm for utilities, ratepayers and investors-are 
large base load fossil fuel and nuclear plants. In contrast, 
energy efficiency, distributed energy and renewable energy 
(whose costs, in some cases, have come down dramatically 
since 20 12) are seen as more attractive investments that 
have lower risks and costs. Among the paper's findings: 

I. KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE U.S. 
ELECTRICITY SECTOR SINCE 2012 

1. The EPA has begun regulating carbon dioxide emissions 
from electricity generation as a pollutant. Assuming the 
EPA's regulations for new and existing power plants survive 
judicial review, utilities will place a much higher emphasis 
on low-carbon or no-carbon resources. 

2. Hurricane Sandy and an armed attack on the power grid 
near San Jose, CA highlighted the need for greater grid 
resilience and security. These events in 2012 and 2013 
make clear that the landscape for "risk-aware" regulators 
extends far beyond considering risks in energy supply 
portfolios to include safeguarding the entire electric grid. 

3. Renewable energy technology costs have fallen sharply, 
closing the cost gap between renewable resources and 
traditional fossil fuel resources. Solar photovoltaic (PV) 
energy costs, in particular, have declined precipitously 
in recent years { :)."Wind and solar costs are 
expected to continue to fall through at least 2020, a 
characteristic not shared by other generation technologies. 
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4. Potential "disruptive challenges" to utilities are now more 
evident than ever. Cheaper renewable energy options and 
projections for anemic electricity demand growth are just 
two of the trends that are intensifying pressure on electric 
utilities and catalyzing an industry-wide conversation about 
the changing role of utilities in the 21st century. Put simply, 
utility business models are shifting from a simple "cost 
of service" approach to one that expands utility service 
offerings and capabilities in light of carbon reduction, grid 
resilience and customer engagement imperatives. This 
transformation is already happening to a degree and in a 
tirneframe that seemed unthinkable just a few years ago. 

5. Cheap natural gas and increasing renewables penetration 
are changing the topology of the electricity grid, 
accentuating the need for more flexible energy resources. 
In some areas, high penetration of solar and wind resources 
may soon replace the afternoon demand peak with an 
afternoon demand trough, challenging system grid operators 
to adopt new grid management techniques, increase 
demand response and boost energy storage. 3 Kauai, 
Hawaii expects to wrestle with this phenomenon as ear1y 
as 2015, five years sooner than California ( ). 

6. The pace of innovation in utility regulation is accelerating. 
Massachusetts, New York and Hawaii, most notably, have 
instituted proceedings to pursue the market and regulatory 
structures needed to build a cleaner, smarter, more 
decentralized 21st century electric grid. 
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II. UPDATED COST AND RISK RANKINGS 
OF NEW GENERATION RESOURCES 

Seled Years' low Sunday Demand 
This report computes levelized energy costs (LCOE) for various 
generation resources using analysis from four authoritative 
sources, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Citi, Lazard and the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA):' The report ranks 
the resources by LCOE, with and without subsidies, as we did in 
the 2012 report. Utility-scale solar photovoltaic power shows the 
biggest decline in relative cost among all resources, while the 
estimated LCOE for fossil-powered plants with carbon capture 
and storage (both coal and gas) moved those resources 
higher in the cost ranking. 

2014 & earlier is actual data; 2015 is forecast (15 minute resolution) 

We also revisited the risk profiles for each resource, making 
only a few adjustments. ' '" shows our 2014 Update 
analysis of the relative cost and relative risk of utility generation 
resources. As in 2012, fossil fuel resources are grouped on the 
right side of the chart (higher risk), and renewables on the left 
(lower risk). Utility scale PV joined wind generation and energy 
efficiency as lhe energy resources with the lowest risk and 
lowest cost. 
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Ill. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
This 2014 Update reaffirms the conclusions and 
recommendations from our 2012 report, which emphasized 
the need for intelligent risk management practices by utility 
regulators in overseeing utility investment. In light of recent 
developments, particularly advances in renewable energy 
and increasing pressures on utility business models and 
regulatory paradigms, this 2014 Update offers the following 
observations and insights for regulators as they consider the 
relative merits of proposed utility investments: 

There is a clear and durable imperative for clean energy 
in the U.S., driven by advancing technology, federal air 
quality rules and the lower cost and risk profile of renewable 
and demand-side energy resources. 

Costs for some renewable energy technologies, particularly 
solar PV and wind, are likely to continue to fall at least 
until 2020. This will narrow-and perhaps erase-any 
cost gap between renewable and traditional fossil fuel 
and nuclear resources. It will also increase pressure to 
modernize many aspects of the power sector and will 
lower the costs of achieving carbon pollution reductions. 

Distributed energy resources (DER)-including distributed 
generation, demand response and energy storage-will 
play an increasingly important role in the 21st century 
electricity system. While DER's precise share of energy 
supply will emerge over time, three points are clear 
today: i) DER penetration levels will continue to increase, 
accelerated by falling renewable costs and EPA rules to 
reduce carbon emissions; ii) DER reshapes the topology and 
requirements of the grid; and iii) effective DER integration 
requires focused, "risk~aware" electricity regulation. 

rxrrumc sm'IMII!Y 

New analytical methods and modeling tools are needed 
to plan investment in a modern, 21st century electricity 
system with significant DER. As states grapple with 
increasing amounts of DER, a sophisticated approach 
to Integrated Distribution Planning must emerge. Such 
planning must model a much more complicated system; 
anticipate and absorb new technologies; and solve for 
a range of high-priority outcomes (e.g., carbon reduction, 
grid resilience, forward-compatibility, customer 
empowerment and affordability). 

·· i Electricity regulation must continue to evolve. Some states 
have begun to explore regulatory models that move beyond 
simple "cost of service" and align utility compensation with 
broader customer interests and societal goals. This trend 
will continue in the state "laboratories" as a set of new 
regulatory models will evolve. 

Collaboration and transparency are essential. Near-term 
priorities in this area include: i) coordination between state 
utility and air quality regulators to arrive at a least cost/least 
risk compliance strategy for EPA rules; ii) enhanced 
transparency and governance at Independent System 
Operators (ISOs) and Regional Transmission Operators 
(RTOs); iii) robust, transparent and inclusive processes 
for both Integrated Resource Planning and Integrated 
Distribution Planning. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In April 2012, Ceres published a report called Practicing 
Risk-Aware Electricity Regulation: What Every State 
Regulator Needs to Know. Tlmt report discussed wide-ranging 
challenges in the electric utility industry-such as aging power 

plant fleets, evolving technologies and regulations for climate 
change-and the changing nature of risks that these 

challenges present for utilities, customers and shareholders. 
We analyzed the costs and risks involved in meeting America's 
power needs through a variety of strategies, from constructing 
large centralized power plants to reducing demand through 
energy efficiency and deploying distributed generation and 
renewable energy sources. 

We illustrated our points by analyzing these various supply 
options, comparing them not only on the basis of levelized 
cost, but also based on our estimate of the risk associated with 
each resource. Our report was aimed primarily at state utility 
regulators, who will oversee some $2 trillion of utility capital 
investments in the next 20 years to replace aging power 

plants, implement new technologies and meet new regulatory 
requirements, including carbon-reducing regulations. 

~~~rHODUCIIOrl 

Two and a half years after our original analysis, we think it is 
important to review the cost and risk landscape in light of 
significant changes in the rG!ative costs of certain resources, 
mounting concerns about global climate change and the 

slow but steady evolution of utility regulation. For that reason, 
we are updating and supplementing our 2012 report with 

new data and additional recommendations for regulators. 

This update is presented in three sections, 

1. Key Developments in the U.S, Electricity Sector 
Since 2012 

2. Updated Cost and Risk Rankings of New Generation 

Resources 

3. Conclusions & Recommendations 
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS 
IN THE U.S. ELECTRICITY 
SECTOR SINCE 2012 

We begin by identifying six major developments in the U.S. 
electric power sector since 2012. 

D The EPA has begun to implement the judicial 
II mandate of Massacflusetts vs. EPA, a decision 

that requires the agency to regulate carbon 
dioxide emissions from electricity generation 
as a pollutant. 

In April2007, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) must begin to regulate 
the emissions of greenhouse gases. In September 2013, the 
EPA proposed a new source performance standard (NSPS) 
for emissions of carbon dioxide for new affected fossil fuel-fired 
electric generating units under section lll(b) of the Clean Air 
Act. In rough terms, EPA's 11l(b) rule requires that the carbon 
dioxide emissions of new fossil-fueled units do not exceed 
1100 Jbs./MMBTU, about the same emissions level as 
efficient gas-fueled combined cycle generators. 

In June 2013, the President ordered the EPA to begin preparing 
a rule to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from existing 
generation resources. In June 2014, the EPA announced 
proposed new rules for existing fossil power plants under 
section lll(d) of the Clean Air Act. The proposed rule, called 
the Clean Power Plan, is complex, but comes down to a simple 
mandate: each state is responsible for reducing the intensity of 
carbon dioxide emissions from power plants by a formula-driven 
percentage that varies from state to state. Overall, the Clean 
Power Plan aims to reduce carbon pollution from the U.S. 
power sector 30 percent below 2005 levels by 2030. 

It's Not Just tim EPA: Wily ami How States are 
floclucing Carllon Emissions in tile Power Sector 

The United States Congress has been unable to produce 
political agreement for federal action on climate change. 
This occurs despite multiple polls showing that Americans, 
including likely voters, strongly support federal action, 
even while acknowledging that action on climate change 
might raise energy costs. Polling by the Wall Street 
Journal in mid-2014 demonstrated majority support 
for the EPA's Clean Power Plan.~ 

Several states moved to reduce carbon in generation 
portfolios prior to the EPA's proposed carbon rules. 
H istoricatly, state action has usually taken the form of 
mandates or iricentives for renewable energy sources and 
for energy efficiency. But cheap natural gas has allowed 
several states with vertically integrated markets to proceed 
formally to reduce carbon emissions by reducing the 
fraction of coal generation in the portfolios of regulated 
companies. Significantly, in Nevada and Colorado, state 
legislation was passed to accelerate the retirement of coal 
plants before their previous planned closing dates. 6 

In states with wholesale competition, other forces are 
driving the change to cleaner energy mixes. The low price 
of natural gas and the falling cost of wind generation have 
lowered the market price of electricity in PJM, ERGOT and 
MISO, placing substantial pressure on coal and nuclear 
generation. Going far.vard, we can expect utility-scale solar 
production to add further downward pressure to wholesale 
electricity prices. Thus, the EPA's propcsed Clean Power 
Plan wit/ probably follow the parade of many coal plant 
closures, not lead it. 
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As proposed, EPA's Clean Power Plan gives each state 
significant flexibility in how to meet its emissions reduction 
target. The proposed rule does not apply to individual power 
plants, but instead to the state as a whole. The EPA does not 
specify what measures a state must take, but makes clear 
that it will consider plans that feature more energy efficiency, 
more renewable energy, low-carbon power sources and 
improved utilization of existing facilities. Finally, the EPA's 
plan allows states to combine efforts, whether regionally 
connected or not. Such an arrangement would permit states 
to employ carbon pricing mechanisms, reducing the cost 
of compliance to the states in such a pact. 

· .. Assuming the EPA's regulations survive judicial 
'! review, utilities will place a much higher emphasis 

on low-carbon or no-carbon resources. 

The Clean Power Plan will have a significant and predictable 
impact on utilities' evaluation and acquisition of energy 
resources. Assuming the EPA's regulations survive judicial 
review, utilities will place a much higher emphasis on low
carbon or no-carbon resources. Further, the Clean Power 
Plan is likely to give a big boost to energy efficiency, since 
every analysis shows that energy efficiency is the least-cost 
compliance option. 

Two incidents of unprecedented destruction
Hurricane Sandy and an armed attack on the grid 
in California-highlighted the need for greater 
grid resilience and security. 

Instances of extreme weather and grid sabotage have brought 
the vulnerability of the aging U.S. power grid into stark focus. 
In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy, a "once-in-a-generation" 
storm on the U.S. East Coast, cut power to more than 10 million 
homes and businesses in 17 states, in some cases for weeks. 
In the end, a national response was required to get the grid 
back up and running. A few months before Sandy, severe 
wind and thunderstorms known as a derecho devastated power 
systems in the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic, causing blackouts 
for five million electric customers from Illinois to New Jersey. 

Tile two storms killed more than 200 people, and Sandy alone 
caused $50 billion in U.S. property damage. Sandy occurred 
only seven years after another "once-in-a-generation" storm, 
Hurricane Katrina on the Gulf Coast. 

Another troubling incident occurred in April 2013 near San 
Jose, CA. Attackers used high-powered rifles to destroy 17 
transformers at PG&E's Metcalf transmission substation in 
an apparent attempt to disable the grid and paralyze Silicon 
Valley. PG&E managed to avoid a blackout but incurred more 
than $15 million in damages that required nearly a month to 
repair. The Wall Street Jouma/later reported that coordinated 
attacks on only nine substations across the country could take 
down the entire U.S. power grid "for weeks, if not months."7 

These unrelated but seminal events sllow that the purview 
for "risk-aware" regulators extends far beyond considering 
of risks in energy supply portfolios to include safeguarding 
the entire electric grid. The task for regulators and utilities is 
to build a modern, 21st century grid that is secure, resilient 
and adaptable in the widest range of possible scenarios 
(including, plainly, extreme weather and physical and even 
cyber-attacks). Full consideration of this task exceeds the 
bounds of this report, but it's worth noting that a central 
"risk-aware" concept, diversification, remains relevant since 
smaller-scale distributed resources and the introduction of 
self-healing "microgrids"-grid-connected but "island-able" 
assemblies of supply and demand-relieve stress and 
mitigate risks for a centralized electricity system.' 

Renewable energy technology costs have fallen 
sharply, closing the cost gap between low-carbon 
resources and traditional fossil fuel resources. 

The energy technology that's experienced by far the greatest 
cost reductions in recent years is solar pilotovoltaic (PV). In 
September 2014, financial advisory Lazard reported that the 
levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of PV technologies had fallen 
by nearly 20 percent in the past year, and nea'rly 80 percent 
in the last five years.' Bernstein Research depicted solar PV's 
dramatic descent down the cost curve with a graphic in an 
April 2014 report, shown on the next page in 10 
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Prices for wind generation have also fallen sharply in the 
past two years. Reported prices for wind power in Texas 
and Colorado have been less than 3 cents per kilowatt-hour 
(kWh).U In its recent Integrated Resource Plan in Colorado, 
Xcel Energy projects significant fuel cost savings as wind 
energy supplants natural gas generation on its system, even 
with natural gas prices at historicallowsP 

Anecdotally, current costs for solar and wind appear to be at 
the bottom of the range of analyst estimates of future costs. 
Each day seems to bring new headlines about the falling cost 
of wind and solar power: 

• The City of Austin, Texas recently signed a 25-year contract 
with Current Energy for 150 megawatts (MW) of solar PV 
at a price of 5 cents per kWhu This bid relies on the 
existing federal investment tax credit for solar generation, 
but no additional support. In March 2014, Austin signed 
an 18-year contract for 300 MW of wind power at a price 
of 2.6 to 3.6 cents per kWh. 14 

• Just last month, Georgia Power announced the acquisition 
of 515 MW of solar PV at an average price of 6.5 cents 
per kWh. 15 

• In March 2014, Xcel Energy contracted to purchase 
170 MW of solar PV, with 120 MW to be installed near 
an existing coal plant in Pueblo, Colorado. 16 The price 
for the solar PV ranges from 5.8 to 6.3 cents per kWh. 

Wind and solar costs are expected to continue to fall 
through at least 2020, a characteristic not shared by 
other generation technologies 

Finally, wind and solar costs are expected to continue to fall 
through at least 2020, a characteristic not shared by other 
generation technologies. The Department of Energy's SunShot 
Initiative aims to lower the installed cost of utility-scale solar 
to $1.00 per installed watt, down from today's level of about 
$2.00 per watt. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) predicts an additional 20-30 percent reduction in the 
costs of wind energy by 20301 7 

Potential "disruptive challenges" are gaining 
attention from utilities, analysts and policy 
makers, bringing opportunities along with the 
challenges. 

Pressures on electric utilities, and on the traditional utility 
business model, have grown more acute. Strong renewable 
energy growth, low natural gas prices and near-zero electricity 
demand growth have suppressed prices in U.S. wholesale 
power markets, cut into power producers' revenues and forced 
unanticipated closures of some suddenly-unprofitable coal and 
nuclear plants. At the same time, advances in alternative energy 
technologies are increasing opportunities for customers 
to provide their own energy services. All these events are 
accelerating an industry-wide exploration of the changing role 
of the electric utility in the 21st ce·ntury and how the utility 
will deliver value and earn reasonable profit. 

Arguably the most disruptive factor is the plummeting cost of 
distributed solar PV. As rooftop solar continues to get cheaper 
and approach "grid parity"-the point at which solar panels 
provide power as cheaply as the grid-solar becomes a viable 
option for a larger share of utility customers. Clearly, this could 
threaten utility revenues and change the relationship among 
customers, utilities and the grid. In a recent analysis, Deutsche 
Bank predicts solar PV will reach grid parity in 47 U.S. states as 
soon as 2016, assuming today's 30 percent solar investment 

ll Se~. for e .. -1mp~e. this f.,.\'IEA report on \';inD pric;.;>s, e~~-Ki.;~'ly in the in~erbr U.S. thro~gh 2012: ht1pH~:,.,·,.,_a,•;ea_orgiRe>ource<:JCi:>nll"r11 aspx11temNumb.or=5547. 

12 Pljb! c ~ri.ce C<Jmpany of Colorado, 2Vl3 All5eurce So'-n!alion 120 Day Rt>pc>rl- 2011 [Iff IrK: R.s;our.:e PiJn. Sep~ember 9. 2013 

http /Nr,·•,v.xccli;~,·rgj.romi~t.~ti~f.IM'~~ICorj)Drat,•/Corp~ra-:,•'1"20PDF o.IR&la~ ted_ Vers'on_l ?OD}\ Repmt_R~ VIS ED _FIN/I\ .pdf. 

13 Nora 1\n'~rt.m, "fiE's SoUr Deal· 'Go me Changer,'" The Aust;n Chrw<de, JulJ 4, 2014, hllpJ/','i,•o.v.austinchron:cl~.corn/n,ot,s/2014-ll7.-0-lla~s·SotJH:feal-earne-dn!'lger/. 

14 Wa);n<;: Barber, "Austin. Te1as Appro.,.cs \'lind Po.'.'er Agreem~nt to Achie·,·<' UUlly's Rene·Nab!es Goal F out Years EattJ," GcneraUonHuU. March 3, 2.014, 
http/NN,",'t.rerteN~b!eiOn~riSJ'•'iOtlo.c('·iT'IH'il./n~.~-s/articlef?.Dl•II03'auotin-tet~s-appra·;~3-l'•ind-pce!:er-agreement-tG-ach'e-;e-rene!rab!es-go31-four-)·~ars-earl;. 

15 Stephen lxeJ, 'Ge-orgi.;~ i~ the lak~~ S!ate to Procure l\rt--Cheap So-liar P01;er. ·• Green Tech !.leO'<!, October 15. 2014. hlti-Jfttolm.green!e(hmeJ•il com 1artklec.lr~ad/l-r{IN-theapl/·Cdn-ge<:Jt))ia-pO'IoCr-

16 Denni> Dar rom, ''Coi·Jrado's Larg._•;,t So!Jr Pu,•,.;r fa( ];ty i:0rntflg to Puetlo." T/;e P!leb'o Ch'i!l/am, ~.~arch 4, 2014, hltpN,\·,y.~_chieftain.c•Jrnlne·.IVpueblc~/2346770-120/so\3r--EnergJ-PU-obh-p10}ecL 

17 Eric Lantz. t:t aL. "IE/1 \'/r~d Task 2G: The- Past arxl future Cost of Wrnd F nergy,' NotiDnal Rero".vab!e Fnergy Llborat~ry. Aprr\ 2012, h!tps·JN:t,'ll.itdN.nd.org/rndex_LJ2ge_r.,)slingsii'/P2_tas~26.pdf. 
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tax credit (lTC) is extended. 18 (If the lTC drops to 10 percent 
beyond 2016, Deutsche Bank still predicts grid parity in 
36 states, up from about 10 states in 2014.) 

Similarly, Morgan Stanley projects the "total addressable 
market" for U.S. distributed solar PV, in a base case 
scenario, will grow to 241 gigawatts (GW) over the next five 
years (compared to an installed base, in spring 2014, of 
only 6.2 GW). 19 In an aggressive scenario, Morgan Stanley 
expects the total addressable PV market in the U.S. could 
reach as high as 415 GW-roughly equivalent to the electric 
generating capacity of 800 mid-sized coal-fired power plants. 

Another challengmg trend is that growth in demand for 
electric power, traditionally a key driver of utility profits, has 
declined steadily since the 1970s and remained very modest 
despite the economy's recovery from the Great Recession. 

·, from the U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) shows that year-on-year grm·~h in electricity demand 
is approaching one percent in the U.S." Some regions, 
especially the Northeast and West Coast, are projecting flat 
to negative growth. Importantly, EIA does not project that 
year-on-year demand growth will return to the levels of the 
early 2000s, even assuming a full economic recovery. 
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18 Deut:~he Bank MarJ.:;;ts Re;;earch. ·v ... inl Sohr: Initiating C·J'.'t'lagt> W1lh a Buy,' Oi:tober 76. 2014. 

It is now clear that the transformation of the U.S. electricity 
industry, already underway, could occur to a degree and in 
a timeframe that seemed unthinkable just a few years ago. 
This possibility has not gone unnoticed by utilities or Wall 
Street analysts. The Edison Electric Institute (EEl), in a widely 
cited 2013 report, warned specifically of the threat that 
distributed solar PV could pose to utility revenues. EEl has 
proposed solutions, including revising net metering policies 
and increasing customer fixed charges, that seern aimed at 
maintaining the status quo and may prove unpopular with 
consumers and regulators." In May 2014, Barclays issued 
a controversial across-the-board downgrade of U.S. investor
owned electric utility bonds to "underweight" from "market 
weight," due primarily to the threat that solar PV plus energy 
storage could represent to utility earnings-" 

While extreme solar-plus-storage scenarios could certainly 
wreak havoc for utilities, Rocky Mountain Institute has pointed 
out that customers won't necessarily defect from the grid just 
because they can, and that widespread grid defection could 
bring suOOptimal outcomes for customers as well as utilities.23 

Of course, the flip side of these challenges will be opportunities 
for utilities who successfully adapt their business models. As we 
will see, regulators are testing new regulatory approaches that 
could help utilities make the needed changes. 

Cheap natural gas and increasing renewables 
penetration are changing the U.S. generation fleet, 
the fortunes of power producers in wholesale markets, 
and the topology of the electricity grid, accentuating 
the need for more flexible energy resources. 

) 

To see how low-marginal-cost resources like wind and solar lower 
the cost of energy in an organized wholesale market, consider 
the hypothetical dispatch curve in . This figure, 
produced by Ell\, illustrates the supply curve for power for 
a typical summer day.'·' Note that the price of power differs 
depending on the load at a given hour. In this hypothetical case, 
the price of power is approximately $40 per megawatt-hour 
(MWhl in the early morning with the price set by the marginal 
unit-likely a combined-cycle gas plant or a coal plant. The price 
during the afternoon peak is approximately $100 per MWh, set 
by a simple-cycle gas plant. Note the relatively small amount 
of renewables (about 3 GW) at the far left side of the curve. 

19 G1!cs Parki•,son, "/,~org,on Slilri<'J: Tipping p0int nc<HS for go·ng off-grid,'' Ren~-.~[u•nomy. March 24, 2014, httpJ/rene·,•:cconCJIIly.<:orn.au.l2014'wy- n\'e:.•.~rs-wake-so!ar-pro-su-~ers-24413. 

?0 Ell\, ''Grut.th in el,xtrki!J u;;~ s~JNS, but use ~hi! increases b; ?9~ from 2012 to 20'.0," http hWtNI.eia.govlftJI(;C-astUae<YI.H_eiednc.cfro. hcessed Octo~r 21, 2014. 

21 Edison EIH.tric !nst lute (EEl), ·f);sru"'t.ve ChJ!jc.nges: Frctancial !mpl cations ard Str.>te-gi~ RespDnscs \11 d C.h-:Jng1ng R.eta1! f'J.;-<;tric Bus,ness. • Jan·.'-ary 2013, 

?2 Mrcha€'1 Ane:ro, '·Garclays DJt:ngr.Jde; E!edr.c Ut !lty Bonds, Sees V13b-)e Solar Comp~t.tie>n: Barrc>rr's. !.lay 23, 2014. ~·ttp.f/b',ogs.b:o•r•)n5.(0nu'inconw:msstin6}2014105123/b.clrcle.ys-do.'ingrade;
tk<.. tnc-u\,1 ty-I.J<)r;d~-~""s-•;ialo!-e-&.ol~ :--cornpdr!Jofl'. 

23 Juk-,; Kort~~horst, t ena Hansen and Ja~1Es Mandel, f'ldJ .. '\'/try the> t'otc~hJIIor GriJ IJefed:on r.1atter~," H/,1/ Uutle/. 1.1Jrch 1 L LiJH, 
hlt!) /10\<-.g.m> i .OI£/b!c•p_20 14_01_11_\',hy _th~ _pr•\cnt>ol_for J:fid_ct e(,ytion_ma tters. 
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Hypothetical dispatch curve for summer 1011-Variable operating cost {dollars per megawatthours) 
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Hypothetical dispatch curve for summer 1011 with additional wind generation-Variable operating cost {dollars per megawatthours) 
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The market price in the early morning is not much changed 
because that portion of the supply curve is fairly flat. However, 
the market price during the afternoon peak is reduced-in 

Now notice what happens when this supply curve is modified 
by adding more wind generation {or other low-marginal-cost 
resource). In ., the amount of renewable resources is 
increased from 3 GW to 10 GW {from 2.6 percent to 8.8 percent 
of peak load)." The revised supply curve in Figure 4 is shifted 
to the right by the arnount of assumed new wind power. 

this illustration, from about $100 per MWh to $75 per MWh
because the wind generation displaces higher-cost 
sirnple-cycle gas generation. 

25 The EIA d1spc.tcll cur1'e is hjrpolheti~~l. artd lhe P<'IC?fliJges are apv'lximale, gained fro11 rnspt>ctiDn o' lh<' chart Hu,·;€';Er, tins e•-'!nrrk:- models accurdtclj Uw shift rn lhe supr;!y cur\'<! cbSfl\'t'd ill 
U.S. Jlld o·;,"rseJs e:.cctric rnJr~els. The effect Uld! entry of lutHil3lginak•l'J res%1C<'5 h·h on the mJrk<'l price is hnc • .,n as the ··meni-<Jider effect." 
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The lower power price in the afternoon is welcome news 
for business and residential customers, but can create new 
winners and losers among owners of power plants. Because 
wind and solar power generation is variable and not 
dispatchable, the grid requires capacity of another type
flexible generation capacity-to stand ready to be dispatched 
when wind or solar production drops. This process tends to 
raise the valuation of demand response and flexible power 
plants (chiefly hydro and some natural gas plants) and 
decrease the valuation of plants with less flexibility, like base 
load coal and nuclear plants and some natural gas plants. 

As examples, the Kewaunee nuclear plant in Wisconsin, owned 
by Dominion Resources, was closed in 2013, due chiefly to 
its inability to make money in the MISO market. Similarly, the 
Vermont Yankee nuclear plant, owned by Entergy, will close in 
2014. Although the plant has weathered other controversies over 
the years, Entergy cited market conditions and pear economics 
of the plant in its decision to close Vermont Yankee.2' Finally, the 
combination of lower wholesale prices and stricter environmental 
requirements have caused the closure of numerous Midwestern 
coal plants, including the 1100 MW Tanners Creek plant in 
Indiana, owned by American Electric Power. 

The changing topology of the grid is seen nowhere better in the 
U.S. than in California and Hawaii. Readers may be familiar 
with the famous "duck curve" developed by the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO)-" It shows CAISO's 
projection that, on some days of the year beginning in 2020, 
the afternoon demand peak will be replaced with an afternoon 
demand trough. The switch from peak to trough is caused 
by the planned presence of large amounts of customer-owned 
and developer-owned wind and solar capacity. (The afternoon 
trough forms the "belly of the duck."! This new daily demand 
curve would present problems for owners of base load plants 
that may not be needed during the heat of the day, typically 
their most profitable period. At the trough, demand climbs 
steeply, challenging the system operator to adopt new grid 
management techniques, increase demand response and 
boost energy storage. 23 

While the California duck has gained the most notoriety, Hawaii 
has its own species, shown in . '.29 The predominance 
of customer-owned solar power has created a duck curve in 
Kauai as early as 2015, five years ahead of what's projected 
for California. The l<auai cooperative utility is planning for this 
event by seeking proposals for energy storage and flexible 
generation. While the duck emerges in Kauai only on cerlain 
days of the year, the message is clear: grid resources need 

'i:•i'j, 

Select Years' Low Sunday Demand 

80 
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2014 & earlier is actual data; 2015 is fore<:ast {15 minute resolution) 
Source, Ko.tu•i lsldn::l Ut•lly Coo~rativ,;-

to be increasingly flexible as we add more variable generation 
resources to the grid. 

In short, utilities can no longer be "your father's utility." All 
these changes demand new behavior by utilities and new 
methods for regulators. 

The pace of innovation within utility regulation 
is accelerating. 

State regulators in Massachusetts, New York and Hawaii are 
among the first to tackle the question of what the modern grid 
will look like and how utilities must be regulated in order to 
get there. The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities 
is exploring key issues of grid modernization "to enhance the 
reliability of electricity service, reduce electricity costs, and 
empower customers to adopt new electricity technologies and 
better manage their use of electricity.""' The New York Public 
Service Commission created the "Reforming the Energy Vision" 
(REV) proceeding to identify regulatory changes needed 
to "promote more efficient use of energy, deeper penetration 
of renewable energy resources such as wind and solar, [and] 
wider deployment of 'distributed' energy resources."31 The 
Hawaii Public Utilities Commission is considering proposals for 
regulatory changes to accompany the modern grid, "The future 
distribution system must have the capability to act both as a 
delivery service and an aggregator of customer-sited distributed 
energy resources to benefit the customer and the grid. "32 

26 • Enlergy to C.lo;se. lJe(:ommiss·c·ll Vermont Yanke;,:· Ent.;-rgy pr~~~ r~kose. August27. 2013. htlpJf,·o,•.w.entergy.rorn/Ne·,•;s_Rc·vm/ne,<,·srelease asp('!NI'Uil=2169. Se•l ab'J the e:.p[anation lor 
nud~-~~ ~1nt clowres given bj the Industry tr.-xle gr••up ,'~uc!b3r /.'alters- h'Jp_//,•,·?oll.o;;ck·.armatt~rsxum'cl\-,ll]enge/f.hat-i~·drivirg·nU<;Iear-plmt--do>urt'S. 

27 Cal,fornia ISO. •·ra:.t F~cts· What the duck curve tells u;; ahout mdn:oginz a gr~n gnd." http-fNu:.•r.caioo.C•JmfDocu•nentslfl~rjb\eRc-SDurcesH.;olpRen.;w.>t!.os_Faslf acts. pdf. 

28 for solt.lons !•J cha'~~rges associated w;th the .. duck <:urve," ""--~ J•m L<Jzar. Te>aciliflg !lie Dack lo fly (Monlr;<'l:-cr, VT: The R~gu 1ator; Assl>tance PrG·;.e~!. 2014), 
http /f,•;o,w.r a coni ne .orgfdocumentldo·,.;n~-hl•iliC'/697 7. 

29 K~ua·1 t;Jlr·d Utd-ty CC>t>p~rati•;e (KIUC}, 'Req\le5\ lor Pwposal <RFPJ. Energy S!or3g~ I o;>f'J\<:h.,icit• Re11N1Jb!e Erergy,' r.\3rch 3, 2014. 
http!fJ<.clU~i_coop.;·ebbu•~.:Jer.c•Jrnfs<tC>Yl<au;i.cc·opo.-ebbu'!der,c•Jm/f,jesJ/.01,1--03--en.;rg)'SI<Jragellp.pdL 

30 l.~as'SddJU:etts Deportm~r·t IJI Pub!'<; Ut•l t'cs, ··vote Ar,j Order O~nirg lnwsl<;:atio:-,'. DPU 12-76, Octobi'r 2. 2012 

31 S~ http//,1','0.'13.di-JS.ny_gol'fWIPSCWtb.rosffAf!i26BE2A93967E6')47852S7CC1,Q066SYIA?O~I•!:>xumell!. 

32 H.:;-Na·; PuV-.:: S-m·;:e Cornm:SS•m. "~.>h-b--t A: CVIl11n-~'on's Inc/nations on tir<o Future Gf Ham is EJ·xtli:. U ~:it'S.· Apr,12014, httpl/puc.h.;r,•.a igG'IA',JX->:•ro'(-",tfu:;o'<•3Dsl2014/tJ!1'Co-r-m;~'V!1s--lnd n<'.tC•ns.~.:H. 
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There will undoubtedly be a spectrum of approaches to the 
new-style regulation of the distribution grid, distinguished 
by the structure of the retail market. The New York PSC is 
building REV in the context of a competitive electric retail 
market. While the underlying grid itself will remain regulated, 
market structures and market prices will determine the cost 
of energy services bought and sold using that grid. The REV 
vision will eventually require many of the same market elements 
as the wholesale electric market, prices that vary with time 
and place, determined by the supply and customer (and grid) 
demands and, likely, an analogue of firm transmission rights. 

Utility regulators have also begun exploring risk-aware 
approaches to utility resource selection, as we urged in our 

Risk"Aware Regulation for the Distrilmtion Grid 

Three developments-the falling cost of distributed energy 
resources (DER), attention to grid resilience, and smart 
grid technologies-have created a new focus among policy 
makers on the distribution grid. The formerly sleepy 
business of running and maintaining an electric distribution 
grid has moved to front and center in the policy arena. 
Experts now discuss the potential for significant 
penetration of DER and the need for distribution grid 
with a fundamentally different purpose and architecture. 

As long as delivery of electricity requires a distribution 
grid, the cost of building and operating the grid will 
likely remain regulated. Recall that, in telephony, 
regulators were reluctant to eliminate regulation of the 
legacy wire line telephone network until new delivery 
platforms arose (wireless and cable). 

What are the features of risk-aware regulation of the 
distribution electric grid? Much like generation and 
transmission in vertically integrated states, the task 
of regulating the distribution grid will require a new type 
of planning-Integrated Distribution Planning. 

To achieve the goals of least cost, least risk and maximum 
customer benefit, regulators must require utilities to 
synchronize their implementation of advanced grid 
technologies with the growing DER market. Utilities 
perform this planning function today, but not usually in 
the public arena and not closely coordinated with other 
actors providing services on an upgraded distribution 

33 s~ htlpl/t:N,'I.naruc.org,Grarllsldefault.drn?p~ge ~s. 

34 See 11ttpJ/to'.'/.'l,nJruc.orr/cr•~rgyri'~/mdex.cfm. 
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2012 report. The National Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissioners (NARUC) has hosted several workshops for 
regulators under the heading of "Risk Training and Risk
Aware Regulation for Public Utility Commissioners," usually 
in partnership with Duke University's Nicholas Institute for 
Environmental Policy Solutions.33 In February 2014, NARUC 
convened a National Energy Risk Lab to assist commissioners, 
commission staff and other participants in "making decisions 
about the energy sector while dealing with changing regulations, 
market conditions, and technologies" and "to explore the 
implications, implementation challenges and opportunities 
of different Section 11l(d) compliance options, and the role 
for coordinating within and across States." 34 

grid.This planning exercise is now loaded with new 
responsibilities for the grid operator. Further, if the utility 
also has a stake as a competitor with DER services, it is 
essential that an independent authority such as the state 
regulator oversees the planning. 

Once again, consider the telecom sector following the 
passage of federal legislation in 1996. Incumbent carriers 
were required to unbundle their grid (the public switched 
network) and provide access to new players with new 
products, often competing with the grid owners. Regulators 
ensured that new competitors got access to the network 
on the same terms as the incumbents. Regulation of all 
players moved significantly away from the traditional 
cost-of-service model. 

Risk Aware regulation of the distribution grid will include 
these practices for regulators: 

• Creating an open, transparent public planning process 
for the distribution grid; 

• Ensuring access to all providers of distributed energy 
resources on equal terms; 

• Engaging customers and recognizing their expanded 
role as a dynamic resource in the 21st century 
electricity system; 

• Evolving the regulation of the traditional utilities. 
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UPDATED COST & RISK 
RAN KINGS OF NEW 
GENERATION RESOURCES 
In our 2012 report, we discussed the relative cost of many 
electric generation resources, and corn pared that cost to the 
risk associated with employing each resource in a portfolio 
of generation assets. We relied on a 2011 report by the 
Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) that compiled levelized 
cost of electricity (LCOE) data from several sources." 

The UCS report has not yet been refreshed with current 
costs. For this update, we rely on LCOE estimates found in 
recent reports by four authoritative companies and agencies: 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Citi, Lazard, and the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration (EIA).36 1n brief, we compiled 
LCOE estimates from these four sources into a single set 
of ranges for each resource. Based on that compilation, 
we rank the resources by their LCOE midpoints, both with 
and without subsidies. This is very similar to the approach 
we took in the original report. 

COST RANKING OF RESOURCES 
The overall ranking in this update of resources by cost is 
similar to the ranking we presented in 2012. Certain 
renewable resources (wind and large scale solar with 
incentives) appear among the least cost resources; other 

2014 Updated Cost Ranking: Data Sources 

• Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Sustainable Energy 
in America Factbook 2014 (February 2014) 

• Citi, Evolving Economics of Pol'!er and Alternative 
Energy (March 2014) 

• Lazard, Lazard's LeVeUzed Cost of Energy Analysis
Version 8.0 (September 2014) 

• U.S. Energy Information Administration, 
Annual Energy Outlook 2014 (April 2014) 

renewables (solar thermal) are the most expensive. As before, 
fossil and nuclear generation are distributed throughout the 
ranks, differing mainly in whether the fossil resources are 
designed to capture carbon dioxide, and whether nuclear 
power receives a federal subsidy. Notably, energy efficiency 
maintains its spot as the least cost option for meeting new 
system demands. In 2012 and in this update, energy 
efficiency is far and away the lowest cost resource. 

35 Rarbara free~,;- t>l al., A f?i;~y Pwpos;t'c,n (C~r,·,bridgel, ~,!A, Unio'1 of Col)(•~rr:M Scre~otisl<>, 2011), http fi',•Nm.wswa.orglas>.<+fdowllwnto/(~~an_erwrgyi<Hisky-pwpc<s t on_repM.pdf. LCOE is thf' 
price at l'oh:dr elcct< (i\y must~ genera'ed from a spe(<f_c s-:H.nce \Q break t•;en o·ot'r the lofeltme of the prOjt!<.:_\ (rncl~ding a pror,n. LCOE factors i~ all costs: cap:tal, finance. fuel. DtM, prQfl\, c~<::. 

36 Bk;vmlx•rg filtdlle>J L.P. and llru Bu~!n<:o.'> CuU"trl for Sustainable Energy, 'Sustain~b~ E.J;c·rgy in Aulf!I!Cd: 2014 f al\br:>J:<: febttHry :<014. 
http /hol.w.'rx5e.org/fadboD:.-Jpdfs!?.Ol•l'/ :20Su9.;·mb:e ,',;:>tJ!:nerg{/o£>1J.n'/,;Mflrn~nv•%?.•Jf<idl<.'-'~-.pJI: C•1• Rbt.'dldl. "E_v~jy,ng E<.:OJil<JITllt. ~ uf Pu.Yer <Jnd Alle!llalrw Er;ugy," r.1arLII L3, 2014, 
hl!ps iflr.~i!i_(Qrr'/xiCflllntiYcJ<.!qiiUh'G'J.,.II 11'/~Hr!._<ldJ I1KI'il YxY/\:!LJ/Lul v0GUJJ/\Z3d /,Jj: LaLdrd, 'l<uard's Levei•LHI Cost of lnHgy 1\na\ys·~- Ver>;•Jn S.U,' Seplemb.2r LtH!I, 
htlp 1/NAW.IJlarU .LC n'il 'DJ-/Lcvd·l~·J·;.. 20Cusn: 2CJJI'X<OOlrx:rgy'X" ;:·o-·;.: ZOVcr>-iun- '.-20~.U.p-J f; ~ II\ ·• 1\ fllltJa I t ncrgy Outk•(lk 2014," /1pnl 21) 14, I iltpJNoNtl.c'" .gu·:ifurc'( aol·.lac't.>/pd~'0383(20 1·1l.pd f. 
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HIGHEST LEVELIZED COST 
OF ELECTRICITY 

Large Solar PV 

CoaiiGCC-CCS 

Solar Thermal fl/incentiYes-

CoaiiGCC 

Nuclear 

CoaiiGCC-CCS wlincenli"' 

CoaiiGCC wflncenlim 

Large Solar PV wflncentfves 

Pulverized Coal 

Nuclear wfincentfves 

Biomass 

Geothermal 

Biomass wlincentlves 

llatural Gas CC-CCS 

Geothermal w/incentives 

Onshore Wind 

Natural Gas CC 

Onshore Wind wtlncentives 

Biomass Co-firing 

Efficiency 

LOWEST LEVELIZEO COST 
OF ELECTRICITY 

: 
: 

: 

Utility-scale solar photovoltaic power (with or without incentives) 
showed the biggest decline in relative cost among all resources 
in the current ranking, compared to the ranking in 2012. As 
suggested earlier, actual on-the-ground prices for utility-scale 
photovoltaic power are even lower in some cases than the low 
end of the ranges estimated by the analysis we used. The sharp 
decline in solar costs appears to result from a number of factors, 
including much lower solar panel prices due, in part, to the 
growth of the German solar market. Analysts have observed 
that the German Energiewende program has stimulated 
global production of solar panels, chiefly in China, bringing 
down the worldwide price of panels. 

In the other direction, the estimated LCOE for fossil-powered 
plants with carbon capture and storage (both coal and gas) 
moved those resources higher in the ranking. 

ii: 'll ',; 

: 

;'{ 

•' 

j 
: 

: 
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HIGHEST LEVELl ZED COST 
OF ElECTRICITY 

Solar -Thermal Wnncentim 

CoaiiGCC-CCS 

CoaiiGCC-CCS wlincenlim 

CoaiiGCC 

Natural Gas CC-CCS 

Solar PV Distributed wlincentins 

Nuclear 

Coai!GCC wflncentfves 

Biomass 

Coat Pulverized 

Geothermal 

Biomass wt inc€ntives 

Solar PV Utility Scale 

Geothermal wtincentives 

Nuclear wtincentives 

Wind Onshore 

Natural Gas CC 

Solar PV Utility Scale wllncentrv" 

Wind Onshore wllncentim 

Efficiency 

LOWEST LEVELl ZED COST 
OF ELECTRICITY 

The right hand column of· sl10ws the updated ranking 
of the studied resources with respect to their levelized costs. 
It also illustrates the moves made by solar PV and fossil plants 
with carbon capture and storage, two of the largest movers in 
our updated report. 

Keep in mind that the estimates used in this ranking are sensitive 
to many assumptions, and that two resources that are adjacent 
in the ranking might switch places under modest changes in the 
assumptions. That said, the ranking is useful for visuali7ing the 
relative magnitude of costs associated with various technologies 
and how those are projected to compare in the next few years. 

It also bears repeating that the LCOE ranking tells only part of 
the story. The main point of our 2012 report is that the price 
for any resource does not take into account the relative risk 
of acquiring it. 

Wfi!!i!!E' _________________________ l%])JV~@'ffi'l!Z@''\i5&_7STIT ~~' JJTT&illilill 
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RISK RANKING OF RESOURCES 
Our 2012 report emphasized that utilities and their regulators 
must consider the risk of new resources in addition to their 
cost. We do not think there is a canonical assessment of risk; 
there will inevitably be some differences of opinion. The 2012 
report invited readers to perform their own qualitative risk 
analysis and offered an example based on our assessment of 
relative risk of new resources. Mainly, we stressed the need 
for regulators to undertake this analysis, incorporating their 

Biomass t.lndl11111 r.lf;ililllil 

Biomass w/ incentives ilkdi:li'il Lh;di!li'li 

CoaiiGCC lligll 1-il:dillill 

CoaiiGCC w/ incentives lligh (,lr:dilli!l 

CoaiiGCC-CCS lligh f,j,;!lillill 

CoaiiGCC-CCS w/ incentives lligh l.lntlill!tl 

own risk assessments, instead of ignoring risk or focusing 
narrowly on short-term cost. 

For this update, we reviewed our risk analysis and revised 
it slightly since the original assessment. shows this 
revised risk assessment with changes noted in six entries, 
compared to our previous report. The entries with arrows 
indicate a move of one step up or down in risk estimate. 

f,Jt:diuni f,Jndiillll IIi gil lrlndi!l!l! ir1Uiiilli\l 

i.h~diillil f.lndilllt1 Iii gil i,j;;,Ji!l;ll 

r.:r:rlitlill Lkdi11111 lligh ;',lr!ili\iill i\1 :liflllll 

i,lndilltn f,biiillli Iii gil :~liilllil. 111 ;li!lllil 

[',h:dilllil Iii gil lligh lligh 

t'rlr~ d i11111 lligh ;,~,H;illl(l. lligh 

Pulverized Coal i',1nditllil i,\\:tlillii\ Very High + Very lliRh High ;',~ :JiliUiil ii1r:dilllli 

Efficiency 1!1111[! tlnnn llu11n /11)!11). Uonn 

Geothermal i.lndiiJIIl !lone r,t::dl\1111 llunn lligh L1::iiiUitl f111~d i Ill !l 

Geothermal w/ inceutives lc'i::i.lilllll iln 111~ l.l::dillll\ i'JUIIi) lligh i,il";diwn 

Natural Gas CC t,l:;tlilllll lligh /.i;:diiJiil lligh ... !,]:;dill!ll !,];::dilllil f,it;dilllll 

Natural Gas CC-CCS lligh :'.'ir:dillltl :',j:;dil!lil lligh High illi:dilllll 

Nuclear Very lligh 11\r::dlll!!l lligh llmw lligh Very lligh lligh 

Nuclear w/ incentives Very lligh :,':::ditllil lligh ilon:: llip,h lligh High+ 

Solar PV Distributed tliJil:) ilone ilune 

Solar PV Distributed w/ incentives 1'/IJIW /li)IW 1hme 

Solar PV Utility Scale tlon:~ 11onu 1!0JIU l',i;:rlilllil 

Solar PV Utility Scale w/ incentives IID!li) 1JOIIf! ii!JIIil 

Solar Thermal i.i::lliurrl llllllll llnnu lliglr [:kdi!llli !11 ~~ rl i II iii 

Solar Thermal w/ incentives f,\c:dllllli 1/llllil Unne lliglr ;\'::!ll!iilil 

Wind Onshore //l)ilfl /II) II() i!OIW 

Wind Onshore w/ incentives 1/r)ll() t!OilU !lone r'lo11r.: 
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Solar.lhermal_ 
Nuclear WlincenUYes 

CoaiiGCC'CCS 

CoaiiGCC-CCS w/inconloes 

Natural Gas CC-CCS 

CoaiiGCC 
CoaiiGCC w!lncenli't'~s 

llatural Gas CC 

Biomass 

Biomass w/lncentNes 

Solar PV Distributed 
Solar Thermal w/lncenlives 

llatural Cas CC-CCS 
Solar PV Distributed w/lncentives 

l!l 
~ 

Biomass CoaiiGCC Nuclear 
w/lncenlives 

Geothermal 

Solar Thermal 

~ 
w z 

~ 
Solar PV Utility Scale 

Wind Onshore 

Geothermal 
; Geothermal 
w/lncenlives 

Biomass 
w/lncenlives 

Coal Pulverized 

Nuclear w/lncentives 

Natural Gas CC 
Geothermal w/incentivas 

Solar Thermal wflncentives 

Solar PV Utility Scale 

Solar PV Distributed 

Solar PV Distributed w/lncenti'o'es 

5 Wind Onshore 
:g: w/lncentives 

Solar PV Utility Scale w/lncenlives 

Solar PV Utility Scale wllncontive. 

Wind Onshore 

Wind Onshore w/incenti'ies 

Efficiency 

LOWEST RELATIVE RISK 

Efficiency 

Based our risk assessment of these 22 resources, 
shows the 2014 Update ranking of the resources according 
to their relative risk. 

We can now show the combined updated risk and cost 
rankings in this "x-y" plot, with relative cost on the vertical 
axis and relative risk on the horizontal axis ( ). This 
plot shares many characteristics with the comparable chart 

INCREASING RISK 

in the prior version of the report, with fossil resources 
grouped on the right side of the plot area (higher risk) and 
renewables on the left (lower risk). Utility scale PV has joined 
wind generation and energy efficiency as resources with the 
lowest risk and lowest cost resources, in the lower left 
quadrant of the graph. 
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Risk Aware Regulation in Organized Wholesale Markets 

Compared to regulators in "vertically integrated" states, 
regulators have different responsibilities in markets where 
the price of generation and the selection of resources 
are determined in an auction market. In the U.S., there 
are seven regional organizations-independent system 
operators (ISOs} and regional transmission operators 
{RTOs}--that operate the transmission grid and administer 
auction markets. State regulators in those markets have 
a range of authority over the generation resources built 
in their state (from same to none) and all of the regulators 
have relationships with the ISO serving their state. 

In our 2012 report, we emphasized tools that regulators 
could exercise to help lower the risk inherent in the 
selection and construction of generation resources. 
Commissioners in "market" states have much less to 
say about that process because the market-via pricing 
mechanisms for demand, energy and ancillary services
will indicate what type of resources are needed. That 
said, there remains much that the "risk~aware" regulator 
should do in this situation. We explore three topics: 

• Governance and transparency of ISOs and RTOs 

While auction markets can arguably provide better 
incentives for power plant owners than the regulators 
who preceded the marketplace, the actual results depend 
less on the theory than on the practice. An essential 
characteristic of a successful ISO/RTO is that its 
governance is active, representative of stakeholders 
and transparent in its decision-making. 

State regulators should insist that ISO/RTO governance 
meets these expectations. Commissioners must be 
engaged with the ISO/RTO, participating wherever 
possible on advisory bodies or in forums where policy 
is decided. This includes participation in dockets 
at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
when ISO/RTO tariffs are considered. 

UPDATED COST P.'iD HISK Ra:~l:tGS OF ~1['.'/ GE<'i~RI\Timl !1ESOU~CES 

• Demand Response (DR) after the court reversal of 
FERC Order 745 

The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals recently handed 
regulators in "market" states a new duty: regulate demand 
response, arguably the most under-utilized demand-side 
resource. The Court ruled that DR is a retail service, and 
not subject to FERC jurisdiction. (A large fraction of DR 
is unaffected by the ruling since the order applies only to 
states with wholesale markets.) 

FERC Order 7 45 boosted demand response in wholesale 
markets. Now regulators in these states will step in for 
the market, setting compensation for demand response 
and ensuring that utilities make appropriate use of this 
valuable resource. ISOs have been using DR to meet 
peak demand and help integrate renewable energy; 
utilities in market states (like those in regulated states) 
can now use DR to avoid high peak energy costs, saving 
consumers money. Further, DR can help solve local 
reliability challenges in the distribution grid. As the dust 
settles on the court decisio·n, "risk-aware" regulators 
in market states will rediscover DR as a tool to diversify 
and strengthen utilities' energy resources. 

• Need for diversified portfolios 

Our 2012 report identified diversification of generation 
resources as a key tool for limiting risk. In market states, 
regulators cannot, of course, influence the makeup of the 
generation portfolio directly. But regulators can help to 
create a strong DER market and support policies, such 
as Renewable Portfolio Standards, that deliver renewable 
power sources to the grid. 

The concept of risk does not go away where an ISO/RTO 
is involved. While some risks are shifted from consumers 
to the plant owners, utility customers can be exposed 
to significant mid-term risk if the portfolio of the utility 
purchasing power in a market is unduly concentrated 
on a single fuel, such as natural gas or coal. A state-level 
RPS can address the diversification issue indirectly by 
causing rnore renewable generation to be built. 
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CONCLUSIONS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is a clear and durable imperative for clean energy in 
the U.S. Even without a defined energy policy or an explicit 
climate policy, there is an unmistakable trend in the U.S. 
toward low-carbon energy resources, including renewable 
energy, energy efficiency and demand response. Drivers 
of this trend include advancing technology, international 
climate negotiations, federal air quality rules, consumer 
demand for clean energy and the lower cost and risk 
profile of renewable and demand-side energy resources. 
Significantly greater levels of variable generation resources 
appear to be feasible with intelligent management of the 
grid, employing flexible generation and a fleet of distributed 
energy resources (DER). 

Costs for some renewable energy technologies, particularly 
solar PV and wind, are likely to continue to fall at least 
until 2020. This will narrow-and perhaps erase-any 
cost gap between renewable and traditional fossil and 
nuclear resources. Other resources are not expected to 
experience such cost reductions. Continued advancements 
in cost-effective clean energy technologies will drive greater 
customer demand and renewables deployment and 
increase pressure to modernize many aspects of the 
power sector, including utility business models, regulation, 
grid management, and market rules. These changes will 
also lower the costs of achieving of carbon pollution 
reduction targets. 

Distributed energy resources (DER) will play an 
increasingly important role in the 21st century 
electricity system, beginning in the near term. DER 
includes resources such as distributed generation (e.g., 
rooftop solar and combined heat and power), demand 
response, distributed storage, energy efficiency and 
microgrids. DER's precise share of energy supply will 
emerge over lime, and will depend on the relative 

2012 Conclusions Revisited--And llealfinned 

In the 2012 report, we observed that "managing risk 
intelligently is arguably the main duty of regulators who 
oversee utility investment. Effectively managing risk is 
not simply achieving the least cost today, but rather is 
part of a strategy to minimize overall costs over the long 
term." We concluded: 

• The U.S. electric utility industry has entered what 
may be the most uncertain, complex and risky period 
in its history; 

• These challenges call for new utility business models 
and new regulatory paradigms; 

• Avoiding expensive utility investment mistakes will 
require improved approaches to risk management 
in the regulatory process; 

• More than ever, ratepayer funding is a precious resourcei 

• Risk shifting is not risk minimization; 

• Investors are more vulnerable than in the past; 

• Cost recovery mechanisms currently viewed positively 
by the investment community including the rating 
agencies could pose longer~term threats to utilities 
and investors; 

• Some successful strategies for managing risk are 
already evident; and, 

• Regulators have important tools at their disposal. 

These conclusions remain unchanged. If anything, the 
pressures on the utility business model and the regulatory 
paradigm have grown stronger in the past two and 
a half years. 
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economics (value) of distributed resources, the pace 
of technological innovation and the speed with which 
society curtails carbon emissions. But three points are 
clear today: i) DER penetration levels will continue to 
increase, accelerated by falling renewable costs and EPA 
rules to reduce carbon emissions; ii) DER reshapes the 
topology and requirements of the grid; and iii) effective 
DER integration demands attentive, "risk-aware" electricity 
regulation, as regulators in Massachusetts, New York, 
Hawaii and other states are demonstrating. 

Sophisticated analytical methods and modeling tools 
are needed to plan for and invest in a modern, 21st 
century electricity system with significant DER. In 
regulated energy markets, robust integrated resource 
planning (IRP) has long been recognized as essential 
to selecting an energy portfolio with costs that remain 
affordable over time. As states grapple with increasing 
amounts of DER, a sophisticated approach to Integrated 
Distribution Planning must emerge so that society's 
resources are spent wisely. The complexities are daunting. 
The modern grid manager will need to model a much 
more complicated system that utilizes significant amounts 
of DER (both supply and demand resources) and ot11er 
advanced technologies. Planning will also need to anticipate 
and absorb new technologies, and solve for a range of 
beneficial outcomes (e.g., carbon reduction, grid resilience, 
forward-compatibility, customer empowerment, affordability, 
etc.) These outcomes are all high priority, and none is 
assured without good planning. 

Electricity regulation must continue to evolve. In order 
for the utility business model to evolve, the way we regulate 
utilities must change. Some slates have begun to explore 
regulatory models that move beyond simple "cost of service" 
and align utility compensation with customer interests 
and societal goals. This trend will continue in the state 
"laboratories" as a set of new regulatory models will 
evolve. In general, there will likely be a move away from 
traditional "cost-of-service" regulation toward "incentive
based" or "output-based" regulation. 

Collaboration and transparency are essential to risk
aware electricity regulation. The evolution of the 
electricity sector will create significantly expanded roles 
for many participants, including customers and non-utility 
service providers. Both will work alongside utilities to 
achieve large-scale implementation of clean energy 
resources and technologies in competitive markets as 
well as traditionally regulated markets. The evolution of 
electricity regulation and the task of implementing new 
federal air quality rules will also require collaboration 
among utility regulators and other state authorities. 
Near-term priorities in this area include: i) coordination 
between state utility and air quality regulators to arrive at 
a least coslfleast risk compliance strategy for EPA rules; 
ii) enl1anced transparency and governance atiSOs and 
RTOs; iii) robust, transparent and inclusive processes 
for both Integrated Resource Planning and Integrated 
Distribution Planning. 
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